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Abstract: After working several years with industrial design as a tool for the kind of
radical systemic change, climate change arguably requires; it now seems timely to
discuss the systemic obstacles that seems to make such a shift so hard to implement.
Much at odds with current discourse, the article defends current design disciplinary
skills by focusing on the tension between what designers tend to do for sustaining the
present system vs. what designers could do to support transition to a radically different
system and why the latter is so hard to achieve but still so urgently required. With the
overarching question – "what can design(ers) do?" – the article establishes design
disciplines as a distinct entity apart from design. Subsequently it gives an overview of
how different disciplines have emerged as 'answers' to how societies, have developed
and finally suggests a model for how to address climate change through disciplinary
cooperation.
Keywords: Refuturing, Climate Change, Industrial Design, Development

1. Introduction
This article can be seen as a critique of the current critique of design disciplines. Mainly we disagree
with the premise that argues for design to "un-design itself" (Fry & Nocek 2021). Instead, we would
like to bring an alternative proposition that supports climate action by reclaiming design for what it
could be. Without pre-empting the text below we would like to compare the critique with those who
rather blame the cow for climate change than the industrialized food system that 'produce' the same
cow. To continue the analogy, we will also argue that the same 'cow' brought from the meat factory
to a suitable grassland, will heal the topsoil and build a fertile micro-biological system that captures
more fossil CO2 equivalents than the 'cow' naturally emits on its own. But first, a more general
section introducing current ecological challenges (1.1), current critique of the design disciplines (1.2)
and finally 'systemic' theories addressing disciplinary organisation and knowledge production (1.3).
Following the introduction, section two paints a new picture of design that subsequently, in the final
section, is used to discuss industrial design's most appropriate roles to effectively address current
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systemic challenges, within interdisciplinary frameworks. Finally, we argue, that what we here try to
make so apparent for design, is a very general characteristic for nearly all disciplines.

1.1 Current Systemic Challenges
"Despite three decades of political efforts and scientifically informed warnings of the
likely catastrophic effects of climate change, CO2 emissions have continued to rise
globally and are 60% higher today than they were in 1990" (Stoddard et.al., 2021).
From a Climate Change perspective, there are two crucial issues underpinning the challenges we
currently face; (i) the urgency to act immediately and (ii) the magnitude of the problem. The urgency
can as in Figure 1, be illustrated by calculating the required reduction of the net CO2 we need to
achieve for remaining under 1.5°C and how close we are to fly past the many opportunities to
achieve it. This despite recent studies claiming that it might still be possible to make these shifts if we
only dare to question the systemic rules, which simultaneously also makes it seemingly impossible
(Unmüßig and Schneider 2018).

Figure 1. Required reduction of net CO2 to remain under 1.5°C in temperature rise (Andrews, 2019).
The graph (figure 1) clarifies how much easier it had been if we had started 20 years ago and how
much more drastically, we today need to reduce to reach this year's COP26 goal to keep temperature
increase under 1.5°C. That means that we now urgently need to decide if we prefer a controlled 'soft
landing' or a socio-ecological crash that's beyond our control, and then swiftly act accordingly.
To add an understanding of the second issue, the magnitude, we can use two sobering graphs
published by one of the most famous climate scientists, James Hansen (2020). In Figure 2a he first
demonstrates how much energy our current system demands, how much of that is supplied by fossilfuels (black, orange and red fields) and how little renewable sources like, wind, solar geothermal and
biomass in comparison currently contribute (the thin green field on the top). In figure 2b, the
magnitude of the challenge is further underpinned by how it e.g., reveals that "since the first IPCC
report was published in 1990, more anthropogenic carbon dioxide has been released into the
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atmosphere than previously throughout all of human history." (Stoddard et.al., 2021). This has been
done in full knowledge of the problem, i.e., more than we have ever done without that knowledge
(Wallace-Wells, 2019 p. 4).

Figure 2. Global energy consumption (a) compared to fossil CO2 emissions (b). With permission from
the author (Hansen, 2020).
However, just as important for this article is how figures 1 and 2 together suggest that we after a
required transition, whether as a 'designed' soft-landing or a crash forced upon us, might be dealing
with a completely different world that will be so different from the current that Kuhn's early (1962)
understanding of a scientific paradigm-shift might in comparison appear quite incremental.
It has for a long time been an overwhelming scientific consensus that humanity today are the ones
causing our climate system to change (Cook et.al. 2016). Unfortunately, if not halted, it will
jeopardize both humans' and most other species' ability to inhabit the globe (Wallace-Wells, 2019).
During the summer 2021, we again experienced unprecedented climate disasters ranging from
flooding to wildfires. The latter triggered by heat-waves so severe that the accuracy of the models
used by climate scientists were questioned. This time, not from the climate deniers' lobby, but from
climate scientists themselves (Mann, 2021). According to the climate scientist Michael Mann the kind
of temperatures experienced around Seattle, were so improbable that one must suspect that climate
models currently in use might be too conservative. That undetected synergy effects and reinforcing
feedback loops seems to make these changes occur much faster than the climate models currently
predict (ibid). So why are these, arguably urgently required actions, so hard to implement? Or in
other words, why are we, as stated in the recent Annual Review of Environment and Resources, so
tolerant to harms our (in)actions cause others:
"Continued societal tolerance for the unequal harms of the fossil fuel economy has
also facilitated domestic inaction on climate change. To date these harms have been
borne disproportionately by low-income people, people of colour, and indigenous
people while those who are wealthy, typically white, and more closely connected to
government and corporate power have been able to avoid costs, while appropriating
benefits" (Stoddard et.al., 2021).
As a stark contrast, we can compare with current COVID responses. Why do most people, companies
and governments so promptly adhere to drastic measures when it comes to a pandemic like COVID19, but nearly not at all to the arguably much more dangerous climate change, we have since long
known about, followed, and predicted? This is not to set up one disaster against the other, but why
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such a difference in response? What follows is an attempt to give a framework for exploring how
urgent and existential issues discussed above can be addressed by existing design disciplines.

1.2 Critique of Design and its disciplines.
"What is the 'maximum' limit of the term 'intellectual'? Can one find a unitary criterion
to characterise equally all the diverse and disparate activities of intellectuals and to
distinguish these at the same time and in an essential way from the activities of other
social groupings? The most widespread error of method seems to me that of having
looked for this criterion of distinction in the intrinsic nature of intellectual activities,
rather than in the ensemble of the system of relations in which these activities (and
therefore the groups who personify them) have their place within the general complex
of social relations" (Gramsci, 1997 p. 8)1.
On a typical shelf of design literature, one can often see books that critique design and its disciplines.
The recent anthology Design in Crisis: new worlds, philosophies and practices, is one such publication,
edited by two design philosophers Tony Fry and Adam Nocek (2021). The first sentence in the
anthology claims that it "is an essential contribution to the transdisciplinary field of critical design
studies". This claim is finally framed in the book's concluding part III; portrayed in its title as where
they say "Farewell to the discipline" (p. 159).

For the purpose of this article, we'll only very briefly use how the anthology 'Design in Crisis' is
framed in its editorial texts, and that as a mere example on a trend of, more or less constructive,
critiques of design in general and, arguably, industrial design in particular. This trend started at least
half a century ago with the 'Anti-design' movement (Midal, 2019, p. 220) and Victor Papanek's
influential book 'Design for the Real World' (1971), later followed by a number of attempts to shed
light on or critique the design disciplines; frequently promoting expanded scopes, 'undisciplinarity’,
blurred borders, different kind of hybrids or completely going beyond design as we know it (Papanek
1988, Norman 2010, Fry 2017, Rodgers and Bremner 2017, Dorst 2019).
Our response to much of this 'critique' comes from a disciplinary position firmly placed in Industrial
Design, i.e., arguably one of the most prototypical design disciplines we have and seemingly one of
1
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the disciplines, according to Fry and Nocek, we should now say farewell to. For the record, but
outside the scope of this particular article, we agree in much of Papanek's critique of the discipline's
output and what's said in the anthology 'Design in Crisis' about the designed context we currently live
in. In our work, we certainly acknowledge and try to address how the current system, historically has
been tweaked – or even 'designed' – to build the unfair world we inhabit. Something that been
eloquently described elsewhere by scholars, or what we also can coin the lion's historians2, like e.g.,
Jason Hickel (2018) and, more recently, David Graeber and David Wengrow (2021).
What we don't agree with, is how some of these views seem to obstruct an adequate thinking of
design and its disciplines, rather than support with constructive critique. To illustrate the case, we'll
focus on one typical, but significant, way that 'obstructs our thinking'.
The anthology Design in Crisis is introduced by claiming something quite obvious, i.e., that "the
human is a designing being (a prefiguring and planning being) whose designs design the humans in
turn" (p. 2). A bit further on, the argument continues: "If life itself is under siege ..., then it is largely
due to the political ontology that design has brought into being. This is a crisis by design." (p. 4, italics
in original). Even this could, albeit barely, pass as just another way to say that the ecological crisis we
currently face is caused by humans. However, the inherent problem in this kind of rhetorical framing
is how it tends to lead thoughts and conclusions astray. This can be illustrated by how climate
sciences might be certain that the hockey-stick like graph of emission in figure 2b is caused by
humanity, but it doesn't follow from that it's caused by the design disciplines. Especially if one
understands that things done "by design" are not necessarily, or even typically, done by the design
discipline itself but by humanity at large or rather a small subset of humanity, distinct from the
discipline.3
From our standpoint it appears like many design scholars today tend to be quite normative in a topdown manner and seemingly give relatively little attention to the purposive aspects required by the
current urgency. We would therefore instead like to argue, that today it is increasingly important for
us designers to use our disciplinary skills to co-produce new knowledge in a bottom-up, relevant and
situated manner by pragmatically focussing on current realities and the purpose of whatever we try
to achieve. Seemingly at odds with the kind of design discourses e.g., Fry and Nocek nurture, we
argue that 'disciplinary designers' only can suggest 'designs' to society at large.
What's arguably at stake by scapegoating design disciplines is that other more elusive systemic
'designs' can pass 'under the radar' without being questioned. One obvious candidate would be a
global economic arrangement that – by 'design' – requires infinite growth. A system that may rather
use the World Bank and IMF frameworks as 'designers' to achieve certain goals (Hickel, 2018). As we
hope is by now evident; we urgently need a more appropriate base of knowledge to work from than
one that merely iterates an old tradition of a category mistake that resembles the "widespread
error" Gramsci (1997 p. 8) highlighted nearly a century ago regarding intellectuals – or to paraphrase
how Gramsci continues:

Referring to a Pan-Afrikan proverb; "Until lions have their own historians, tales of the hunt shall always glorify the hunter".
Consequently also 'humanity' needs to be questioned as it hides that the crisis are caused by a small subset of humanity
and that a small subset of that small subset has become extensively rich by the current system's design (Oxfam, 2018).

2
3
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"[H]omo faber cannot be separated from homo sapiens ... All men are [designers], one
could therefore say: but not all men have in society the function of [designers] ... Thus,
because it happens that everyone some times fries a couple of eggs or sew up a tear in
a jacket, we do not necessarily say that everyone is a cook or a tailor" (ibid, p. 9).

1.3 Knowledge production in its system
Where is the life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
(T.S. Eliot, 1934)

When Manfred Max-Neef in the article Foundations of transdisciplinarity (2005, p. 14), rhetorically
ask himself to briefly define our times, he echoes T. S. Eliot above by answering that "we have
reached a point in our evolution as human beings, in which we know very much, but understand very
little" (italics in original). This in spite of that both inter- and transdisciplinary approaches have been
proposed for decades as a remedy to increase our understanding and link our knowledge production
to perceived social challenges that need to be addressed (Jantsch 1972, 1980b, Gibbons 1994, MaxNeef 2005, Bhaskar et.al 2010, Cole 2019). Why does it seem that these approaches for increased
understanding are so hard to implement, while disciplinary silos with compartmentalized knowledge
still seem to currently flourish in our society? For our discussion, in this section we will describe our
understanding of these elusive systems of knowledge production.
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A discipline typically denotes a group of professionals4 that have certain knowledges and are
disciplined to do certain tasks, within certain domains, using certain skills, tools and methods. Figure
3 below illustrates how Max-Neef (2005) uses a similar way to describe different modes of discipline
cooperation as Erich Jantsch did already in the early seventies (Jantsch, 1972).

Figure 3. Illustrating Jantsch's (1972 p. 222) system of increased complexity and Max-Neef's (2005, p.
7) clarification of the continuum of concepts (illustration by authors)
Arguably, the continuum of concepts towards more complex forms are not value-neutral, as with
increased complexity a more open, bottom-up and self-organised process follows that's much harder
to control. It’s therefore unsurprising that big projects and companies often organize its work in a
'Professional' is here rather alluding to common language's understanding of a recognized occupation, than the more
academic understanding of a profession as a special kind of occupation that, as e.g., a medical doctor, requires a licence to
perform. For further scrutiny see e.g., Edeholt and Ek (2008).

4
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structure resembling multi-disciplinarity, where the different disciplines have no or very little
cooperation and instead are coordinated and controlled at 'higher' professional-managerial levels.
Yet one may also see small innovative groups that prefer being organised in a manner that rather
resembles inter-disciplinarity, arguing that it makes them more appropriate to develop creative and
radically new ideas. It might therefore appear that the task is to merely up-scale the system most
fitting for developing creative ideas to a size and scope that can have an impact on the global
challenges we now face and briefly describe earlier in section 1.1. This might resemble a path
towards 'transdisciplinarity' with a self-organized universe as its ultimate role-model (Jantsch,
1980a). However, for Jantsch this was only a vision to strive for, nothing that even was achievable
within a small subset of 'everything', like the scientific system. In the article Interdisciplinarity;
dreams and reality (1980b), Jantsch writes:
"Transdisciplinarity is the recognition of the interconnectedness of all aspects of reality
... [It] may be viewed as the ultimate result of interdisciplinarity penetrating the entire
system of science. It is an ideal that will always be beyond the complete reach of
science, but which may guide in important ways the direction of its evolution." (p. 305)
Max-Neef seconds Jantsch when he as seen in Table 1, describes four levels that constitutes the
vision of a transdisciplinary approach (Max-Neef, 2005 p.9).
Table 1. The four levels of transdisciplinarity as suggested by Max-Neef (modified by authors by
adding the disciplinary act of 'designing' to the purposive or pragmatic level).
Levels of reality

Examples of disciplinary domains

The Value Level

Values, Ethics and Philosophy

The Normative Level

Planning, Design, Politics and Law

The Purposive or Pragmatic Level

Architecture, [Designing], Engineering, Agriculture,
Industry, Commerce, etc.

The Empirical Level

Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Ecology,
Sociology, etc.

To draw on T. S. Eliot's famous words that introduced this section, the two 'lower' layers can be
characterized by information gathering and knowledge production that underpins and gives
suggestions to the two levels above them. Those being the two 'upper' levels that ideally should be
characterized by wisdom and by that give a holistic system which is able to navigate humanity, at
large, to live in the best possible way on a finite planet. Even though each discipline's centre of
gravity might be positioned at different levels, one can argue that the visionary – but unachievable –
goal should be that all four levels are balanced on a systemic level. We also argue that the design
disciplines should be at the purposive- or pragmatic level together with architects and engineers, and
from that position connect to other levels and disciplines. While we at the same time would keep the
more general notion of design at the normative level together with planning, politics and law.
However, one also needs to realize the potential instability of such an abstract map. What difference
will it make if e.g., the normative level navigates according to values tweaked to a general
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individualistic understanding that’s completely at odds with the complex history of collective human
possibilities that have been explored recently (Graeber and Wengrow,2021)? What if the same
normative level is fed with information and knowledge that's produced by goals measured in
individuals' economic gains rather than how much they care for humanity and non-humanity at
large? Is that to be done 'by design'? If so, is it to be 'designed' by the design disciplines?

2. Design in its system
"When we only name the problem, when we state complaint without a constructive
focus or resolution, we take hope away. In this way critique can become merely an
expression of profound cynicism, which then works to sustain dominator culture."
(hooks, 2003, p. xiv).
To draw on bell hooks' words, we believe that we need to paint a different picture of design's
disciplines than the one caused critique in section 1.2. It starts with; (i) what kind of systemic needs
were they an answer to when they came into being and (ii) what kind of role do they 'play' in today's
fundamentally unsustainable system? By using figure 1 in 1.1 as a backdrop, one can as in figure 4
below map some few of all the current design domains on a common time-axis to illustrate how
fossil CO2 has already changed the world.

Figure 4. Map of design disciplines' and domains' genesis on a socio-economic and environmental
time-axle that, historically, also correlate with economic growth (by authors).
Figure 4 acknowledges the last few decades' shift in gravity of the main driver of our current
neoliberal epoch, that among other things has been characterized by a move away from tangible
physical products towards more tacit and elusive assets, often described as the transformation from
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industrial- to financial capitalism.5 With an admittedly very wide and slightly biased brush, we can
below briefly describe Figure 4's domains' genesis and their development in(to) our days:
Industrial Design, emerged during the peak of the industrial society, surfing on the post-war
enthusiasm and a seemingly infinitely growing demand for new products. However, in the later part
of the last century, established markets seemed to become saturated and the system changed its
strategy towards the creations of 'emerging markets', intensified its globalisation and invented new
financial instruments. The discipline industrial design was suddenly faced with a change from a
traditional market of demands and needs to a saturated affluent market, that hence moved the
'systemic focus' from satisfying needs to creating new wants (Foster 2010).
Interaction Design, emerged as a response to needs in the information age (Castells 1996-98,
Webster 1995) and how complicated technologies could be designed to become more 'user-friendly'
and by that also enable new markets. An often forgotten but very significant 'new market' was all
global financial institutions like banks and stock markets that now suddenly could move assets across
the globe in an unprecedent speed, paving the road for what we here acknowledge as 'financial
capitalism'. By that illuminating the perhaps most impactful hallmark of information technologies, its
ability to increase speed and productivity in general.
Service Design, arguably emerged as a response to the Service Society’s wish to "create growth with
services" (Sawhney et.al. 2004), by e.g., the commodification of the private sphere (Boltanski and
Chiapello 2020). But it was also a response to new demands within a society that had grown out of a
new global order that had separated consumption in affluent economies and manufacturing of
physical products for that consumption in more low-income societies like e.g., China (Foster, 2010).
To mitigate the loss of work in traditional industries, a new labour- and an additional elite -market of
services was suddenly established, or 'designed', in the so called 'advanced economies'.
Systems Oriented Design, being a useful praxis (Sevaldson 2018), that arguably have emerged as an
answer to a new unpreceded global complexity that needed new tools to understand, navigate and
control (The Economist 2009).
Transition Design, being a new area of design practice (Irwin 2015), that we argue that all design
disciplines need to engage in and try to apply on the society at large.
Building upon our earlier discussions in Table 1, we suggest that design(s) may play out at the
normative level but as disciplinary domains they rather act at the more purposive- or pragmatic
level, which till now have largely tended to explore solutions for the system as it exists. As illustrated
in table 2 below, the characteristics of the domains above can therefore be made even more concise:

5

See e.g., Jameson (1997) and Foster (2010).
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Table 2 An overview of some design 'domains' and their current systemic roles (by authors).
Design 'Domains'

Genesis

Systemic role today

Industrial Design

During industrial society
and industrial capitalism

Supply new physical
products to system

Interaction Design

During information society
and early financial capitalism

Increase efficiency and
speed of system

Service Design

During service society and
financial capitalism

Aid consumption and
commodification

Systems Oriented Design

During complexity boom in
financial capitalism

Handle current system´s
inherent complexity

Transition Design

Before transition and
during financial capitalism

Explore transition
paths from system

3. Changing the conversation: design beyond its crisis
"Thus, the [current economic] system is better seen as a kind of virus and its
development is something like an epidemic (better still, a rash of epidemics, an
epidemic of epidemics) ... But epidemics also play themselves out, like a fire for want
of oxygen; and they also leap to new and more propitious settings, in which the
preconditions are favorable to renewed development". (Jameson, 1997, p. 249)
The introduction of this article compared the global response between the challenges of addressing
the ecological crises and the Covid19 pandemic. Many virologists claim that rapidly mutating viruses
like Covid are typically caused by our extractive system, agriculture monocultures and reduced
natural habitat for animals (e.g., Waitzkin, 2021), and with that narrowing the gap between our
analogies and reality. The obvious question these medical analogues raise is if we should focus on
treating downstream symptoms or if we rather should address upstream root causes found in our
current global system? Unfortunately, just as in medicine, the former seems to be more profitable
and efficient when things suddenly escalate, while the latter tend to be more effective, eventually
making the former more or less obsolete. However, arguably the diagnosis right now tells us that the
'patient' has such a bad prognosis that the surgeons, regardless of their political leaning6, need to
remove certain parts of the socio-economic system and at the same time change its diet and
metabolism drastically. Or in other words, neither figurative nor literal fire-fighting will now suffice.
We therefore argue that all disciplines, whether in design or not, in general need to rethink 'how'
they contribute to 'what'. Design disciplines can in that sense be a clarifying example of a general
phenomenon in their development, as illustrated in figure 4 above, even their titles follow the type
of society they emerged in. This might be more hidden for other disciplines, even though many
arguably rather serve the current system than the humans they often claim to serve; and might even
go all the way to what David Graeber calls "Bullshit jobs" (2019). More specifically, we argue that
design disciplines need to urgently get to terms with at least two questions:

Compare with how Bruno Latour in his "Down to Earth: politics in the new climatic regime" (2018), calls for a joint effort
across established political borders, what we maybe could call 'inter-political' actions?
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1. Is the goal to sustain our current system or is it to facilitate a transition to a
new? If the latter, what's design discipline's contribution to the transition and
the world after that?
2. Do we see 'design' as 'the solution' or is it rather an actor in a systemic
'ecology of disciplines'? If the latter, what is the designer's role, what does it
'bring to that table' and at which table would it be most appropriate to sit?
The two, admittedly initially rhetorical, questions bring issues to the front that we, working from the
"firm position" of industrial design, are struggling with. In our attempts to answer the latter part of
the questions, the most palpable challenge we experience is how to have substantial impact when
designing for a new system within an economically exceptionally powerful system that frantically
strives for its own survival. How that's best addressed is a very open question, where we still are in
the explorative phase, only partly comforted by the late system thinker Russell Ackoff's famous
insight that it's "better to do the right thing wrong than the wrong thing right" (2001).
Our current work at the ReFuturing Studio in Oslo is recently described in earlier publications
(Edeholt et.al. 2021, Joseph 2021), and has since long been underpinned by previous versions of the
understanding put forward in this article. However very briefly, it can be characterized by being
system critical by developing products that potentially can become system disruptive by how its
scenarios give hopes that – with these products – we could rebuild alternative systems that could be
long term sustainable, fairer, feasible and desirable. In other words, to borrow John Woods words,
they aim to be; "Micro-Utopias: making the unthinkable possible" (2007). Neither from a system,
future or narrative perspective is our approach unique. Recently e.g., Fritjof Capra and Hazel
Henderson (2020), have used a future scenario that, from 2050, looks back on how the present
Pandemic both can be understood and successfully addressed. The game designer Adrian Hon (2020)
has, on the other hand, used 100 imagined future objects from 2082, to tell the stories he thinks
need to be told today about and for humanity. However, in our work we try to utilize our disciplinary
skills in Industrial Design to suggest how appropriate technologies could be used to design new kind
of products. Products that facilitate societies that typically are based on local production and
consumption. Where 'Quality of Life' can be given primacy over a current 'Standard of Living' based
on force-fed consumption. In this work we try to understand our own discipline as an important but
still just one of many essential roles, within a much broader 'ecology of disciplines'.
The second question adds to the first by fronting how this "ecology of disciplines" could cooperate in
the most effective manner, to address together the challenges we face today. As discussed in section
1.3, interdisciplinarity is built upon a long tradition of effective knowledge production, that arguably
is deeply at odds with rejecting disciplinary skills and promoting 'blurred borders' or 'hybridity'. This
as; interdisciplinarity isn't a new kind of 'discipline', but different disciplines working together in a
certain way. In other words, as in nature, it nurtures a diversity of interacting complementary skills
rather than 'melting pots' that arguably merely creates 'alloyed monocultures'. A simple framework
of such an interdisciplinary system is illustrated in figure 5 below where it's mapped on the, in future
studies, well-known taxonomy of knowns and unknowns. As illustrated by section 1.1, there are
certain things we should anticipate regardless what we find out to do. Our climate systems are
already charged with changes so drastic that what we only can hope for is our ability to get our act
together, mitigate the consequences and be prepared to handle a world fundamentally different
from what we experience today. In order to do that in an informed manner we argue that we need
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to produce appropriate knowledge and explore the 'holy grail' of the unknown unknowns of our
futures.

Figure 5. Proposed framework by the authors to (a) analyse design's (and others) knowledge and (b)
their interdisciplinary knowledge production. Figure is inspired by the 'Johari window', being
developed by Luft and Ingham (1955)
This framework is also general in the sense that one can replace "design" with many other
disciplines, whether that's climate science, engineering, history or, for that matter, philosophy.
However, for a relevant interdisciplinary knowledge production to take place each partaker needs to
enter the 'interdisciplinary meeting arena' with a will to share with others what others really need to
know about one's specialty and at the same time be open to learn from others. By definition no one
knows the unknown unknowns. But what the design disciplines can bring to the table, are methods
to explore the unknown based on the most relevant knowns made available on the 'interdisciplinary
arena'. What these kinds of knowns 'are', differ from discipline to discipline, so it would benefit the
process if all disciplines were explicit about what they could uniquely contribute with to facilitate a
transition and what their role could be after that.
To illustrate this point further, we as industrial designers, suggest that we now focus on designing
scenarios 'populated' with products that create hope for a transition that is both possible and
desirable, and with that also prepare us for a "Future Systemic Role" as designers of new kinds of
physical products fulfilling essential human and non-human needs (Joseph, 2131). However, we
believe that this only will be effective if we all understand it as a 'system in crisis' rather than a
'design in crisis'. So, ultimately this is to reach out to other disciplines to join us in our quest to focus
on what today seems most important. To together reimagine a rehumanized future system that's
worth striving for – we call it ReFuturing.
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